\lie describe all symnietries of a single-input nonlinear control system, that is not feedback linearizable and whose first order approximation is controllable, around an equilibrium point. For a system such that a feedback transformation, bringing it to the canonical form, is analytic we prove that the set of all local symmetries of tlie system is exhausted by exactly two 1-parameter families of symmetries, if the system is odd, and by exactly one 1-parameter family otherwise. We also prove that the form of the set of symmetries is completely described by the canonical form of the system: possessing a nonstationary symmetry, a 1-parameter family of symmetries, or being odd corresponds, respectively, to the fact that the drift vector field of the canoiiical form is periodic, does not depend on the first variable, or is odd. If the feedback transformation bringing the system to its canonical form is formal, we show an analogous result Cor a n irifinitesimal symmetry: its existerice is equivalent to the fact that tlie drift vector field of the formal canonical forrri does not depend 011 the first variable. We illustrate our results by studying symmetries of the variable length pendulum.
terieatiort of symmetries in terms of symbols of control system.
In this paper we study symmetries of single-input nonlinear control affine systems whose linear approxirnation, at an equilibrium point p , is controllable. Re cently, we proved in [ll] that "almost any" singleinput control system, which is truly nonlinear (that is non linearizable via feedback) does not admit any stationary symmetry, that is any symmetry preserving the equilibrium point p . "Almost any" refers to all systems away from a small class of odd systems which adinit one nontrivial stationary symmetry, that is con-.jugated to minus identity by a diffeomorphism bringing the system to its canonical form (constructed in [15] ).
In the present paper, for the same class of systems, and around an equilibrium point p, we study nonstationary symmetries, that is, syniriietries which do not preserve p . Our main result states that also for rionstationary symmetries a complete picture can be deduced from the canonical form. We prove that an analytic system, equivalent by an analytic feedback transformation to its canonical form, admits a nonstationary symmetry if and only if the drift vector field defining the canonical form is periodic with respect to the first variable and that the system admits a 1-parameter family of symmetries if arid only if that drift vector field does not depend on the first variable. Moreover, we show that in the latter case the set of all symmetries is given either by exactly one 1-parameter family of symmetries (in the non odd ca.) or by exactly two 1-parameter families of symmetries (in the odd case). In the case wherr the feedback transformation, bringing the system to its canonical form, is giveri by a (not necessarily COLIvergent) forrrial power series, we prove that an analgous result holds for a formal infinitesimal symmetry.
111 fact, its existence is equivalent to the fact that the drill of the formal canonical form does not depend on the first variable.
Let us consider the system n : i = F ( z , u ) , where z(.) E X, a smooth n-diniensioual manifold and U(.) E U , a smooth m-dimensional manifold. The map F : X x U 4 T X is assumed to be smooth arid for any value U E U of the control parameter, E defines a smooth vector field F,, where F.(.) = F ( . , u ) .
Consider the field of velocities F associated to the system II and defined as
We say that a diffeomorphisrn $ : X + X is a symmetry of n if it preserves the field of velocities F , that is,
Itecall that for any vector field f on X and any dilfeomorphism y = $(x) of X , we put Let us consider a single-input control affine system
where z(.) E X , U(.) E U = R and f and g are smooth vector fields on X. The field of velocities for the system C is the following field of affine lines
A specification of the above definition says that a diffeomorphism $ : X + X is a symmetry of C if it preserves the affine line field A (in other words, the affine distribution A of rank l), that is if
We will call p E X to be an equilibrium point of E if 0 E A(p). For any equ_ilibrium point p-there exists a unique
By the linear approximation of C at p we will mean the pair ( F , C), where F = g(p) and G = g ( p ) . It is easy to see that if the linear approximation of C at p is controllable then, in a neighborhood of p , the set E of equilibrium points is a smooth curve.
We will say that C is an odd system at p E X if it admits a stationary symmetry at p , denoted by +-, such that a+-ax show that symmetries take a very simple form when the system is brought to its canonical form.
Throughout the paper we will consider C around an Together with C we will study also its Taylor series expansion, around 0 E R", given by m . . have constant rank k and are involutive modulo terms of order mo -2. It follows that the system C is feedback linearizable up to order m o -1 (see [lo] ). We bring the homogeneous part of degree m.0 of the system into Kang Theorem 2 T w o systems C y and C j are formally normal form (see [8] ) and without loss of generality we feedback equivalent if and only if their canonical forms can assume that the system C" takes the form C y C F and CyCp,, coincide.
The form C z F satisfying (8), (9),(10) will be called the canonical form of the system E". The name is justified by the following result that we proved in [15] . we get a complete description of all local symmetris of analytic control systems around equilibria. Consider an analytic control system C on X. We will say that an Notice that, by taking c sufficiently small, we can assume that all elements (with a possible exception for one symmetry) of a nontrivial analytic 1-parameter family of symmetries are nonstationary symmetries. for some real c1. Moreover, the latter case is possible only for odd systems.
Main result: formal case
We do not know whether, in general, the feedback transformation Tm bringing the system to its canonical form CFF converges. If it does, Theorems 3 and 4 describe all local symmetries of C. If it does not, the canonical form CFF is considered as a formal power series but even in this case it keeps, as we will show in the sequel, important information about symmetries.
We say that a vector field H on an open subset X C E%"
is an infinitesimal symmetry of the system C if the (lo- where the vector fields pm are of the form (8), This result, established in the formal category, provides the following necessary condition for the existence of analytic 1-parameter fxnilia of symmetries. Notice that below we do not assume that the feedback transformation rm, bringing C to its canonical form E T F , converges.
Proposition 2 Consider an analytic system C and assume that its linear approximation is controllable and the system is not feedback lintarazable. If C admits a nontrioial I-pummeter analytic family of local symmetries $=,, for c1 E ( -€ , E ) , then the drift vector field of the canonical form CFF satisfies Cm'(x) = fm1(xZr.. ., xn), for any m 2 mo.
We will end this section by giving a necessary condition for the existence of a family of local nonstationary symmetries which does not require to bring the system to its canonical form but only to normalize a finite number of terms.
Recall, see Section 2, that mo denotes the degree of the first nonlinearizable term. After having annihilated all terms frml, for 2 5 m 5 mo -1 we can thus bring the system C to the form
where ( A , 5) is in BrunovskS; canonical form and the first nonlinearizable tiomogeneous vector field pmo' is in Kang normal form (6).
P r o p o s i t i o n 3
Under the assumptions of Proposition 2, ifpmol(z) in (11) depends on X I then C does not admit any nontriuial I-parameter analytic family of local symmetries.
We would like to emphasize that the above condition is checkable via an algebraic calculation. In [15] (see also [16] ) we gave explicit polynomial transformations that bring a homogenous part of any degree of a system to Kang normal form [SI. Therefore a successive application of those polynomial t,ransformations, of degree 2 up to mo, brings C into C for which we can apply Proposition 3. We will illustrate this result in Section 5 by describing all symmetria of the variable length pendulum.
Example
Example 1 Consider the variable length pendulum of Bressan and Rarnpazzo [l] (see also [Z] ). We denole by the length of the pendulum, by its velocity, by (3 the angle with respect to the horizqntal,,.and by (4 the angular velocity. The control U = (4 = (3 is the angular acceleration. The mass is normalized to 1. The equations are (compare [l] and [Z] )
where g denotes the gravity Clearly, $ -( E ) = -f is a stationary symmetry of the system and therefore the variable length pendulum is an odd system. Since the vector field f satisfies f(-<) = -f(<), the drift f(z) of its canonical form (see below) also satisfies f(-z) = -f(x).
We would like t o know whether the variable length pendulum admits nonstationary symmetries. The system is feedback linearizable modulo terms of degree three and the first nonlineariaable term is of degree mo = 3. In order to check whether this system admits a nonstationary symmetry we bring it into its canonical form.
The analytic diffeomorphism Z = g(<), defined on X = R x R x ( -. , r) x P, and given by (see ( on which we can bring the system to its canonical form and therefore this symmetry cannot be detected by the canonical form.
